Bantu beta s cluster haplotype predominates among Brazilian blacks.
We describe the combination of polymorphic restriction-enzyme sites in the beta globin gene cluster (haplotypes) for 74 chromosomes from Brazilian Blacks bearing the sickle hemoglobin gene (beta s). The three most common African beta s haplotypes account for 67 chromosomes: 49/74 (66.2%) were identified as Central African Republic (CAR or Bantu) type, 17 (23.0%) as Benin, and one as Senegal; seven chromosomes (9.5%) had minor atypical haplotypes. This distribution is different from that observed in the United States or Jamaica, where the Benin haplotype predominates, and results from different patterns of slave trades to North and South Americas. Since the beta s gene cluster polymorphisms modulate the severity of sickle cell anemia, this heterogeneity may explain differences of the clinical behavior of the disease in the United States and South America, and should also be considered in relation to other features and diseases.